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 Motto: 

Jefferson County Schools:  Where Inspiration, Innovation, Imagination and 

Collaboration are the Expectation! 

 

Important 

Information 

*Grams are being sold Tuesday, Feb 1st-14th. Please send in a $1.oo to buy a special  

“gram”  for a friend to show that you care or just to brighten their day. The “gram” 

includes a Valentine card and candy. 

*Progress Reports go home Monday, February 7th. Please sign and return. 

*Winter Break is Friday, Feb. 18 through Tuesday, February 22nd-No School!   

 

 

 

Language Arts 

Introducing blending sounds to read simple words like rap, fit, pop, run, and ten. 
Review writing sentences about a drawing using a capital letter at the beginning of the 

sentence, leaving spaces between words, and having punctuation at the end of the sentence. 

Review identifying uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, beginning sounds 

of words, and rhyming words. 
Review Fry words—EOY goal is reading 100 words. 

 

Math 

Introducing composing (building) teen numbers 11-19 by counting a group of 10 

and further ones. 

Introducing 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes-analyzing, comparing, and 

composing shapes: discussing similarities and differences of shapes, creating 

simple shapes from smaller shapes and sorting objects by different attributes. 

Review counting to 100 by 1’s and by 10’s. 

Review counting objects in different arrangements and writing numbers 0-20 to 

match the number of objects in a group/set. 

Review adding and subtracting sets of objects. 

 

Science/Social Studies 

We celebrate Black History during the month of February. We will discuss several 

African Americans that has made a difference in our world.  We also discuss 

President’s Day and some of the American symbols to go along with some of our 

famous past presidents.  We will focus on what it takes to be a great leader.   

  

Follow Louisville Academy:  Be a part of our community: hear the latest news, check for reminders, and 

view our success! 

 

 



 

 


